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The 2m RC Blimp is the smallest RC Blimp offered at ReallyCoolToys.com, with an envelop volume of only 1.5m3, and a payload 
capacity of 100 to 200g. The single main motor design allows Up/down/forward/back instant control/reaction. The back reverse 
motor is instantly responsive. This particular model is especially convenient for school projects, indoor exhibits, events, intended 
for smaller indoor spaces. It has 1.5 m3 of helium volume and has a significant area for branding for its size. Printed Banner option 
is available and quoted separately, requires the logo or branding to be directly applied on the envelope with changeable elastic 
banner films. The 2M RC Blimp is configured with 3 basic controls for flight in all directions. Flight durations using with 1500mAh 
Lithium-Polymer battery range from 40 to 60 minutes depending on conditions and use.

Specifications: Polyurethane envelope, 1 main motor and 1 left/right back motor, all electronics, simple 3 or 4 channels RC , filling 
hose 5 ft (1.5m) special adapter to the envelope valve, 1500 mAh Lithium-Polymer battery, 17 ft tether line Ready to go except for 
the Helium! 

Manufacturer reserves the right to alter, modify, and update components without prior notice, in an effort to deliver the latest 
improvements possible. The 2 m RC Blimp has all safety design features. Protected propeller housing, high quality envelope that 
can stand much higher internal pressure than needed and extremely low helium permeability. 

Delivered Ready to fly - Everything included except helium. Just inflate the envelope and Fly!
If you are not sure what RC Blimp to choose, please contact us so we can help determine what works best for you. 

Add-on options available separately:

- Internal RGB Light with light generator and IR controller
- Dropping mechanism (with 4 Channel RC upgrade) 
- Art Work (Logo) Print on envelope

Request a quote including add-on options.
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